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8 Objectiue:

We want fioni this experiment to:

. T'o produce and measure Jbrce

. T'o conxpare the results wttlt
equation.

resulted by a water jet when
the theoletical values that

it strikes atarget.
calculated fron the momentum

E1

The equipment to be used with the H:tdraulic bench for measurement of flow rate and continuous

supply facility.

The equipment consists of:

1. Water supply from the Hydraulic bench which is connected to the inlet pipe at the bottom of the

clear acrylic tank diameter 200 mm such that water jet and its target plate can be easily seen.

2. Water is discharged vertically through anozzle of 7 mrn diameter.

3. Three Iargetplates each diameter 36 mm are to be considered: Flat plate, 120o cone and hemisphere.

4. The target plate is connected to a vertical stem with spring near which a stem level indicator is

provided. This indicator is set when there is no jet and also no weight on the stem.

5. Selected weights are then placed on the stem and at the same time flow rate of water jet is adjusted

to hit the targetplate raising it to its original level. Use *'eights of 100, 200, 300, 400, 500, and 600

gram.
6. Flow rate of the water jet can be obtained from the Hydraulic bench measuring tank.

l2l
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8 Theorg;
\/ When a wateriet of velocity Vo hits atarget plate, its velocity will change direction to Vr as shown

in the fisure.

Note: The velocity that hits the target plate is not the same as the
velocity at the nozzle tip. You can calculate the velocity that hits
the target(s) from Bernoulli's equation

{Irf * I""_,Lr_ * }g,f J.

Where
Vo is the velocity when hitting the targetplate
S is the distance from thenozzle tip to the targetplate which
is designed to be 30 mm for alltargetplates.
Vno""In is the velocity at the nozzle tip (the nozzle tip is 7 mm
Diameter)

Assuming that the jet mass flow rate is l7t' (kg/s) with velocity Vo (m/s), After striking the target
the jet velocity becomes M lmls; and its direction deviates from the original direction by angle 0.

The momentum equation in the Cartesian coordinate for uniform flow across each flow section and
steady state case can be written as:

X F;*,r*,,,*, = [ iir tt *[d,{

ol the iurpnst fot'ce = cbnuge ilr munrenfulu
N'Iotrrennuu of j*t lirtble hitting tlre target plata - ili \r0 {k$"I#sr}
IVlom*rfu.nr of jet eJl+r trrjtting fJre larget lrlnte = rr) \i'r {trtg-ln'*r)
'I'trrerr tlre i*nB*ct foffie : rit \.t1 cos 6 - rtt \,'*
Therr tlre rcacfiou F trv the trrrg*t plate

F= n)(Ys-Vrcos#) lS

,/ For the ttree targets under consideration the reaction F will be as:

2. l-2!:epnpk-=J2!d-
Cos d: -0.5 then
Assume very little energy loss betweennozzle (et) and target (cone) then we can assume
Vo: Vr
Thus

tr o (1{-0.-r)} : l'5 rt:t \.* or

l3t



3. Hemisphere (0 : I80o)
Cos d: -1 then
Assume very little energy loss between nozzle (et) and
Vo: Vr
Thus

tal'get (Hemisphere; then wc can assume

1 ,tdjugt the equipment to that the jet is verticar.
? Install the required targe m level indicator to a fixed point on the stem.3. Put 100 g weight on the go down.4' open the Hydraulic bench valve to allow the jet to nit tt * target and adjust the flow until the stemrises to its original position.
5, Record volume and time on measuring tank.
6. Repeat step 3 for higher weights (200, 300, 400, 500, and 6009)
7, Repeat for other types of targets.

a Data Resuhs & AnnIASis:

1. We can see from our results that

we get some errors (not that big one), & I think that its related to
and reading.

the error in the measurins
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EXPERIMENT 5

CRITICAL REYNOLDS NUMBER IN PIPE FLOW

The Reynolds number is a dimensionless ratio
ofinertia forces to viscous forces and is used in
identifying certain characteristics of fluid flow.
The Reynolds number is extremely important in
rnodeling pipe flow, It can be used to determine
the type of flow occurring: laminar or turbulent.
IJnder laminar conditions the velocity
distribution of the fluid within the pipe is
essentially parabolic and can be derived from the
equation of motion. When turbulent flow exists,
the velocity profile is "flatter" than in the
laminar case because the mixing effect which.is
characteristic of turbulent flow helps to more
evenly distribute the kinetic energy of the fluid
over most of the cross sectlon.

In most engineering texts, a Reynolds number
of 2 100 is usually accepted as the value at
transition; that is, the value of the Reynolds
number between laminar and turbulent flow
regimes, This is done for the sake of convenience.
In this experiment, however, we will see that
transition exists over a range of Reynolds numbers
and not at an individual point,

The Reynolds number that exists anywhere in
the transition region is called the critical
Iteynolds number. Finding the critical Reynolds
number for the transition range that exists in pipe
tlow is the subject of this experiment.

Critical Reynolds Number Measurement

Equlpment
Critical Reynolds Number Determination

Apparatus

Figure 5.1 is a schematic of the apparatus
used in this experiment. The constant head tank
provides a controllable, constant flow through
the transparent tube. The flow valve in the tube
itself is an on,/off valve, not used to control the
llow rate. Instead, the flow rate through the tube
is varied with the rotameter valve at ,4. The
head tank is filled with water and the overflow
tube maintains a constant head of water. The
Iiquid is then allowed to flow through one of the
transparent tubes at a very low flow rate. The
rralve at B controls the flow of dye; it is opened

- and dye is then injected into the pipe with the
\i/afer, The dye injector tube is not to be placed in
the pipe entrance as it could affect the results.
listablish laminar flow by starting with a very
low flow rate of water and of dye, The injected

dye will flow downstream in a threadlike
pattern for very low flow rates. Once steady state
is achieved, the rotameter valve is opened
slightly to increase the water flow rate. The
valve at .B is opened further if necessary to allow
more dye to enter the tube. This procedure of
increasing flow rate of water and of dye (if
necessary) is repeated throughout the
experiment.

Establish laminar flow in one of the tubes
Then slowly increase the flow rate and observe
what happens to the dye, Its pattern may
change, yet the flow might still appear to be
laminar. This is the beginning of transition.
Continue increasing the flow rate and again
observe the behavior of the dye. Eventually, the
dye will mix with the water in a way that will
tre recognized as turbulent flow. This point is the
end of transition. Transition thus will exist over a
range of flow rates. Record the flow rates at key
points in the experiment, Also record the
temperature of the water

The object of this procedure is to determine
the range of Reynolds numbers over which
transition occurs. Given the tube size, the
Ileynolds number can be calculated with:

^VDKe =-v

where V (= Q/A) is the average velocity of
liquid in the pipe, D is the hydraulic diameter of
the pipe, and y is the kinematic viscosity of the
liquid,

The hydraulic diameter is calculated from
its definition:

4 x AreaD=
Wetted Perimeter

llor a circular pipe flowing full, the hydraulic
diameter equals the inside diameter of the pipe.
Iior a square section, the hydraulic diameter will
equal the length of one side (show that this is
the case). The experiment is to be performed for
both round tubes and the square tube. With good
technique and great care, it is possible for the
transition Reynolds number to encompass the
traditionally accepted value of 2 100.
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Questiors
l. Can a similar procedure be followed for

gases?
2, Is the Reynolds number obtained at

transition dependent on tube size or shape?
3. Can this method work for opaque liquids?

drilled partitions

transparent tube

inlet to
tank

onloff valve

llouu.no*
t to drain

FIGURE 5.1, The crltlcal Reynolds number determlnation apparatus.
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Objective:

- To perform the classical experiment conducted by Reynolds

conclrning fluid flow 
-(i.e.,laminar , transition,and turbulent flow )'

Apparatus:
F

water supply, osborne Reynolds' Apparatus) , Measuring cylinder, stop

Watch ,Vegetable Dye , and Thermometer '

Thery
if,.r*tut" of agiven flow of in compressible fluid is characteized by its

renold number.
- The incomPressible fluid

number,which is defined as

force ,or mahtmaticallY as:

chracterized bY its ReYnolds

ratio of internal forces to viscous
1S

the

vdRe=
v

V = flow velocity (m/sec.) ,

d = flow visualization pipe diameter (mm) ,

v= kinematic viscosity (m'lsec.)



- the flow is considered :

-Laminar flow if Re < 200A,
-Turbulent flow if Re > 4000,
-Transition flow if 2000 < Re < 4000

Plocedure:

l-Fill the small reservoir with dye , position the apparatus on the
bench and connect the inlet pipe to the bench feed , . . . : .

2-open & close the control valve slightly to admit water to flow
through the visualizationpipe .

3-Measure the temperature of the water .

4-Open the inlet valve slightly until water trickles from the outlet pipe
fractionally open the control valve and adjust the dye control valve
until slow flow with dye indication is achieved. Measure the flow rate.
S-Repeat for increasing flow rates .

6-Repeat for decreasing flow rates .

Results and Calculations :

Intemal diameter of visualisation pipe : l0 mm .

Temperature of water : 18o C .

Flow
Conditio

n
Laminar Flow Transition Flow Turbulent Flow

Water
volume
(.,n')

300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300

Time
(sec)

224.7
8

46.1
8

18.4
2

12.4
10.6

5
9.74 8.14 7.24 6.57

Re
Number

r204 1322 1452
354

8
3879

4t2
2

510
8

s42
1

689
4



Discussion:

it was noticed that the water has suffered from
disturbances:

the follwing

- The dye needle was in bad condition , and this affected the amount
of dye released from the tank .

- The water level in the tank was not constant , that,s because the
rate of flow from the flow control valve and the inlet valve was not
always the same , and this caused a cliiference in the pressure head,
which caused a decrease in. the velocity of the flow in the
visualisation pipe , causing the change in the flow rate .

In the laminar flow ,the dye in the visualisation pipe was a straightline moves in layers , one layer glidingiH .T1;il:1:,irffitttx;l,1liil
velo disturbance to the flow,and it can be
said that the flow is in the way of being turbulent .

In the turbulent flow, the dye has disappeared totalry.

Conctusion:

o small value of Reynolds number means that the flow is laminar,and
as Re increase ,then the flow is in the way of being turbuleni , with
a transition phase between the two types of flo*.

t)

in the laminar flow , the fluid is moving smoothly,this courd be due to
the conditions surrounding the flow:
*The velocity of the flow , and as the velocity increase, the flow gets
rnore and more disturbed ,and finally reaches ihe turbulent stage.* The viscosity of the fluid , as the viscosity increase ,the flow will
become smoother.

@
-Fluid Mechanics .
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